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Twitter is a marvelous place. Often toxic and a huge time suck yes, but 

marvelous nonetheless. This website (and those who use it) has the 

power to shape political conversation, spread excitement, end careers 

and flip anti-Semitic rhetoric on its head, which is exactly what 

happened earlier this week.  

 

On July 12, #JewishPrivilege began trending. A ploy by far-right (and 

some far-left) Twitter users and bots, the hashtag was used to spread 

anti-Semitic propaganda, all too common conspiracy theories about 
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Jewish control of the media and Holocaust denial, among 

other hateful lies. 

 

 

 

Some of the initial tweets came from accounts pretending to be 

Jewish, writing about “taking responsibility” for their 

#JewishPrivilege and “admitting their sins” of privilege. 

 



 

 

 

And if the tweets themselves weren’t evidence enough that the hashtag 

surfaced because of extreme right and left-wing inciters, screenshots 

of conversations on 4chan, an anonymous chat and image sharing web 

platform frequented by many white supremacists and hate groups, 

cleared things up. 

 



 

 

Appalled Tweeters immediately began responding, using 

#JewishPrivilege to share statistics about rising anti-Semitism and the 

increase in the amount of anti-Jewish hate crimes.  

 



 

 

A handful of Twitter users tried to find some middle ground, by 

discussing the intersection of white privilege and Jewish adversity. 

 



 

 

But this smattering of clapbacks wasn’t enough, and, not long after the 

trend began, Jewish Twitter came up with an organized reaction, 

flipping the hashtag and taking ownership of a term often used in anti-

Semitic discourse. 

Israeli writer Hen Mazzig tipped the first domino by tweeting the story 

of his family’s expulsion from Iraq and Tunisia and encouraging his 

Jewish followers to share their personal and familial stories of 

religious persecution. 



 

 

 

The idea quickly spread, and countless twitter users coopted 

#JewishPrivilege to share their stories, from those of 

Holocaust survival to anti-Jewish bullying in schools to pride in 

Jewish religion and culture. 

 



 



 



 

 

The take-back-the-hashtag campaign extended beyond the Jewish 

Twitter world, reaching celebrities such as comedian Sarah Silverman, 

former Democratic presidential candidate Marianne Williamson, and 

TV producer David Simon. 

 

 

 

But most surprising of all was the reach it had outside the broader 



online Jewish community. 

 

 

 

Usually, seeing anything Jewish trending on Twitter makes my heart 

sink to my stomach. But these tweets by non-Jewish supporters, as 

well as the overwhelmingly positive reaction to calls for support from 



Jewish tweeters to their non-Jewish followers almost makes that 

feeling go away. Almost. 

 

 
 

 

 


